I
FIRST BEGAN TO THINK about the ergonomic problems that would plague radiologists and others who would be reading studies on workstations when the glare on our picture archiving and communications system (PACS) workstation monitors required that we turn all the overhead lights off (this was at Georgetown University Hospital during the U.S. Army sponsored DIN-PACS trial). I am the son of an architect, so it seemed obvious to me that just putting a workstation in place of a film alternator without changing other aspects of the environment (particularly the lighting) would be problematic. I consulted with my father about this, and we developed some redesigns of the reading room at Georgetown where several of our PACS workstations were installed.
When I decided to write up our thoughts about this, I discovered that researchers working on the Dutch PACS project had also developed some design ideas for reading rooms (see the references in the article) but little else had been published on the subject. The standard books on designing radiology departments were written long before soft-copy workstations existed. Now, thanks to continued emphasis by Eliot Siegel, Bruce Reiner, Osman Ratib, and Bill Rostenberg (as the major proponents of whom I am aware), the subject of appropriate reading room design for PACS has become much more widely known, and the beneficial effects of designing appropriately are much better appreciated. I am honored that Dr. Dwyer would include my paper among the ''classic papers'' and hope that by making the original of this paper more readily available, yet more architects and radiologists will understand the value of good reading room design.
